then F(x)=A. If F, GETmiW, A), then we say that F is J7-homotopic to G in Ym(W, A) it there is an upper semicontinuous function 77 on 7mX7 such that for each xG7m, 77(x, 0) = F(x) and 77(x, 1) = G(x); and if xGBd 7"-, Ogjgl, then 77(x, t)=A. This ilf-homotopy relation is an equivalence relation and hence divides the set TmiW, A) into the equivalence classes. We denote the class of il7-homotopic to and we let H(x, t) = {J"(X)(y, t) | yEF(x)}. Then H is an Af-homotopy in Tm(W(n), p) relating F to/. Proof. Let qESm, X = SmXI/qXl, and a = qXL We define a mapping r: 7mX7-»A" be a single-valued continuous function which carries (7mX7 -Bd ImXl) homeomorphically onto X-{a} and r(x, t)=a for each x£Bd Im and 0^/gl. Let T(z)=Hor'^z) for each zEX. Then T is upper semicontinuous on X and T(z)EW(n) for each zEX, and T(a) =p. Let g*: X-+Sn be a single-valued continuous function which is provided by Lemma 2 for T, and define 
